The ARX mutations: a frequent cause of X-linked mental retardation.
The ARX gene mutations have been demonstrated to cause different forms of mental retardation (MR). Beside FMR1, in families with X-linked mental retardation (XLMR), the ARX dysfunction was demonstrated to be among the most frequent causes of this heterogeneous group of disorders. Nevertheless, in sporadic cases of MR, ARX mutations are extremely rare. In order to evaluate the frequency of ARX mutation in XLMR, we performed mutational analysis of ARX in 165 mentally retarded probands negative for FRAXA and belonging to families in which the condition segregates as an X-linked condition. The same recurrent mutation, an in frame 24 bp insertion (c.428-451 dup (24 bp)), was identified in five patients. In one family, the mother of two affected boys was found not to carry the mutation detected in her sons. These data suggest the presence of germline mosaicism for the mutation in the mother. Our results confirm the significant contribution of ARX mutations in the etiology of MR, especially in this group of patients selected for XLMR (3%). These data, together with those reported in the literature, imply that screening for c.428-451 dup (24 bp) mutation should be recommended in all patients with suspected XLMR.